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A SONG FROM THE NEGEB 

BY B. B. CHARLES 

Spring Garden Institute, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

In the summer of 1882 occurred the rebellion of cArabi, the 

Egyptian, against the British. On the eve of this uprising, the 
famous oriental scholar, Edward Henry Palmer, known far and 
wide among the peoples of Egypt and Sinai as Sheikh Abdullah or 
Abdullah Effendi, was given the task of winning over to Great 
Britain the Arab tribes of Sinai. He made two expeditions. On 
the first, which lasted from July 15 to July 31, he made his way 
without escort from Gaza through the desert to Suez, a remarkable 

exploit. His negotiations on this trip were highly successful, for 
he seems to have won over the Bedu of the whole region to the 
British. He was now appointed interpreter-in-chief to the forces 
in Egypt, and with hardly any rest from his previous trip, was 

again sent into the desert, this time starting from Suez. He was 

accompanied by Captain W. J. Gill and Flag-Lieutenant Harold 

Charrington, the objects being to procure camels and to gain the 

friendship of the sheikhs by presents of money. On the eleventh of 

August he and his companions were betrayed and murdered in 
Wadi Sudr. Accounts differ as to the manner of their death, and 

very few travelers have since heard of them from the mouths of 
the Arabs of that region. It may not, then, be uninteresting to 

give, in the dialect of the Negeb, an Arab song containing a brief 
reference to this famous scholar, who, when only forty-two years of 

age, gave his life and career for Britain. 

During the spring and early summer of 1905, the Director and 
members of the American School in Jerusalem made a study of the 

Negeb and surrounding regions.' The director for the year was 
Professor Nathaniel Schmidt, of Cornell University; the students 
were Messrs. Olmstead and Wrench and the author. 

1 The main results of this work have been recorded in two articles by Professor 
Schmidt: "Kadesh Barnea," JBL, XXIX (1910), 61-76, and "The 'J6rahmeel' Theory 
and the Historic Importance of the Negeb," Hibbert Journal, VI (1908), 322-42. 
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Journeying south from Beersheba, we finally camped, on the 

evening of May 26, at the edge of the plateau which overlooks 
cAin Gadis and the remarkable sweep of desert to the south. Early 
on the following morning our camel-drivers and muleteers descended 
to the springs to water the animals, and, on returning, declared that 
the Arabs were gathering at the springs to prevent us from coming 
down. The muleteers had mentioned the fact that we were accom- 

panied by a Turkish soldier, whereupon, according to their report, 
the Arabs had cursed the government. Our zapti6, Mustafa, then 
informed us that two of his fellows from Bir el-Sebac had been killed 

here, some time previously, while attempting to collect taxes, the 

government later imprisoning five of those supposed to have been 

ringleaders in the murder. Something very evidently had to be 
done immediately, and Mustafa accordingly left his rifle at the 
tent and descended to parley with the Arabs. He soon returned 
with a friend of his, an old but lithe and agile man named Fr~j ibn 

cId Salih ( Lo L C 
. .), 

and reported that the matter was 

settled. We were well content to hear the terms, for during his 
absence we had seen armed Arabs coming from various parts toward 
the springs. The people first gave as their objection to our visit the 
statement that they feared we might cast a magic spell on the water. 
The real reason, however, soon appeared. We had on the previous 
day engaged a guide and informant at a well in Wadi Hafir, a man 
of the cAzazime tribe. The Bedu of the Gadis region are a branch 
of the TiyAha, called the Berekat, and they declared it was not 

right for a man of another tribe to guide us through their territory. 
The cAzazime guide accordingly left us after asking one of our 

party to swear by his greatest prophet not to bewitch him on his 
homeward way.' During the remainder of our sojourn in the lands 

1 The Arabs of the whole region are very superstitious. It was impossible for the 
author to purchase an old stone pipe from one of the CAz~zime without first swearing 
that he would not use it as a means for holding a spell over the poor fellow. The pipe 
was, naturally, as much a part of him as the clothes he wore day and night; and, as 
every Bedawi knows, an enemy needs only the possession of a stray rag of a man's 
clothing to work him woe. Another member of the party was presented with a kroung 
owl near the ruins of Sacadi and, despite the protests and dire predictions of the camel- 
drivers, insisted on carrying it along. Two days later, at Beersheba, the drivers 
demanded their pay, refusing to make the further trip to Jerusalem by way of CAin 
Jidi. From this time on, "ktillo min el-bf~mi," "it's all because of the owl," became 
a by-word among the remaining members of the outfit. 
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of the Tiyaha, Frej acted as our guide; and a more intelligent man 
could hardly have been found for the purpose. 

While sitting in the shade of the tent shortly after engaging 

Fr~j, we produced the phonograph and, after giving the Arabs a 
few selections, asked whether one of them could not give us a story 
or a song for our collection. Frej volunteered, though he hesitated 
to sing without his rubdbe, a one-stringed violin, the favorite musical 
instrument of the region. We noticed that one line of his song 
mentioned a gunsul kebir and, when he had concluded, inquired who 
this "great consul" was. The Arabs sitting about answered, 
almost in a voice, "Shekh cAbdullah," the name by which Palmer 
was so well known. Our visitors of the Tiyaha apparently had a 

great contempt for the murderer of the "great consul." Accord- 

ing to them, Mutair, the father of the Arab mentioned in the song, 
killed Palmer for the money he was carrying and not because of his 

political errand. No mention was made of Palmer's companions. 
Two transcriptions of the song have been given. The first 

follows the unscientific method of combining English consonants, 
in their most common values, with Italian vowels, and helping out 
with diacritical marks. The other is the system of the Association 

phon"tique internationale. In the former the values of sounds 
foreign to English are represented as follows: 

kh= 

s_= .0 
d=U40 

c (the reversed apostrophe)= 
gh= 

g represents a sonant corresponding to J 
(the apostrophe) represents elision 

The glottal stop (hamza) has not been represented in the trans- 
literation, since it does not appear in the song as a significant sound. 

Unstressed a, e, and u have at times the value of a in " private" 
or e in "the," when uttered in unaffected conversation or reading. 

Vowels with circumflex are stressed and long in quantity. 
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First transcription:' 
1 Ya rakib min f6g gh6j 

Timirr el-batn min kuthr el-khadir; 

3 Ya rdkib min f6g gh6j 
Mitl es-sagr y6man yetir; 

5 Ya rakib cala lt-tarig el-kuzzi, 
Yilfi ilbak cala bit el-fagir. 

7 Sellim Cal bi selAm u b~fse, 
Sellim cal min jdfw ed-damir. 

9 Ahad Alla ma b~ni u b~nak, 
Ahad Alla el-yBm el-kebir. 

11 Ibn Mutair yah~wid Can jenabo; 
AbBf gablu dabac gunsul kebir. 

13 In kUn ma yufArig jendbo, 
Rudd rai PIbn CAmr el-kebir; 

15 Wa thdni rai PIbn cAmr Salim, 
Yacrif el-heri, rajil shawir. 

17 Wa thAlith rai Pakbar et-Tiytha, 
Abu cAbdfn mac harba tartra, 
Yehftt el-bAl Cala lsh-shdkh esh-shahir. 

20 Abu R gayyig faris u kamil, 
Yef6fkh el-kh81 bi ls-sef et-tarir. 

22 Ibn cAtiyye gaddfs el-meshAyekh, 
cAdu lr-rAwi li lt-tarsh el-ketir. 

24 Wa ~l-Kh zxyil ha shbkh el-meshAyekh, 
cInd et-tanib hi hAki gasir. 

26 Amma Tallab, macu sdfu musayyagh; 
Yehbfsh el-kh41 butdkhi ~l-ketir. 

28 Amma Jebr, hai ehmat el-fuweris, 
Bahr tAmi tismac lu hadir. 

30 Abu ShunnAr hi 'stumm el-fuwiris, 
Yukhtub el-khd1 Cala 'j-jemc al-ketir. 

1 As the footnotes on the text deal largely with phonetics, they have been given in 
connection with the second transcription. 
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32 Ibn TallAg negyi :l-fuweris; 
Macu jfthar ya wuzn kethir. 

34 Abu Rabica hil ehmAt el-fuweris; 
cInd el-hukdim hakyu tagil. 

Second transcription: 
1 ja 'ra:kib min fo: G no:d3 

ta'mirr1 al batn min ku~r al xa'di:r 

3 ja 'ra:kib min fo:G o:d3 
mitl asaGr2 'jo:mon jo'ti:r 

5 ja 'ra:kib Qala ta'ri: G al 'kAzzi3 
'jilfi ilbak4 Qala5 be: t al fa'Gi:r 

7 'sellim Qa'le: bi sa'la:m u6 'bu:se 
'sellim Qa'le: min d3u: w ada'mi: r 

9 'aHad al'la: ma 'be: ni u 'be:nak 
'aHad al'la: al jo:m al ke'bi:r7 

11 ibms mu'tair ja'Ha:wid Qan d3o'na:bo3 
a'bu: 'Gablu 'dabaQ 'Gunsal ke'bi: r 

' It has not seemed necessary to distinguish two forms of r in the present article. 
The r in tamirr had a slightly accentuated trill; hence the doubling. 

2 Note that the letter s is not here represented as doubled. The "intensification" 
marked by teshdid is not consistently carried out in the pronunciation of modern Arabic, 
especially in cases of the assimilated I of the definite article. When actually reproduced, 
the sound is the equivalent of the "doubling" heard in such words as Italian fatto. 
Throughout the present transcription, only actual occurrences of such "doubling" in the 
guide's pronunciation have been recorded. 

3 The h so commonly employed in transcribing the feminine ending -ah (-eh), the 
personal ending -uh (-oh), and the final syllable of the word Alldh has not been used 
in the present transcriptions, since it is not pronounced. The h is, of course, heard in 
the exclamatory Alldh! and in other words whose final radical is h as well as in a few 
exclamations like a:h and o:h (the latter with lax o), but a final h sound is compara- 
tively infrequent. 

4 Note the transposition of 1 and b. This phenomenon is not uncommon in Arabic. 

The use of Z for ? with the verb follows a general tendency, in Syrian 

Arabic, toward the use of the preposition with verbs of going, coming, and 

arriving, such as ' I, and 

6 The conjunction wa (wa) often becomes u, especially when followed by a labial, 
as is likewise frequently the case in the vernacular of Palestine and Syria. This u has 
about the quality of English u: but is short in quantity. 

7 Observe the poverty of vocabulary and lack of poetic consciousness as instanced 
by the word kebi:r used at the end of three consecutive couplets; and, later, the repeti- 
tion of tari:r and keti:r. 

8 ibm mutair, a case of assimilation both progressive and regressive, though per- 
haps predominantly regressive, since the n of ibn, as a rule, rather tends to assert itself. 
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13 in ka:n ma ja'fa:riG dra'na:bo 
erudd erai libn qamr al ka'bi:r 

15 wa 'Oa:ni rai libn Qamr 'sa:lim 
'jaQrif al Heri 'ra: d3l fr'wi:rl 

17 wa 'Oa:li0 rai 'lakbar ati'ja:ha 
'abu Qab'du:n maQ 'Harba ta'ri:ra 

jaHu:t al ba:1 Qala fe: x ora'hi:r 
20 'abur'GajiG 'fa:ris u 'ka:mil 

ja'fux2 al xe:1 bis'se:f ata'ri: r 

22 ibn Qa'tijje Ga'du:s al ma'fa:jax 
'Qadur'ro:wia lit'tarf al ka'ti: r 

24 wal-xe'ze:jil hu4 re:x al ma'fa:jax 
Qtund5 ata'ni: b hu 'Ha: ki 

Ga'.i:'r 
26 'amma tal'la: b 'maQu 'se:fa6 ma'sajjai 

ja'HU: r al xe:l1 bu'ta: xil-ke'ti :r7 

I fwi:r, 
a" 

form from med. ) on the analogy of and the like. 

Either a provincialism or a case of poetic license. 

2 ja'fu for literary . The u in this case had the value of the vowel in the 

English word took (tuk). The change from i to u was doubtless due chiefly to the influ- 

ence of the long, stressed u: in the noun v , which is more common than the verb. 

This same influence may have aided in determining the stress, which in the dialects to 
the north would in this case fall on the first syllable. However, we must here reckon 
also with a peculiarity of Negeb Arabic which constantly drew our attention. The 
Bedu of this region seem to have little regard for fixed stress, particularly in words 
containing only short vowels. For example, the name of a certain mountain pass, 

.0-.LI 

j , was called indifferently Dhinib el-cAir ('dinib 
l-Qair), 

Dhinlb el-cAir 

(di'nib al-Qair), Idhnib el-'Air (id'nib al-Qair) and fdhnib el-CAir ('idnib al-Qair). The same 

held true, though less frequently, in words with long vowels, as in the name , , 
Eneg& (Qene:Ga:), which was sometimes stressed on the last syllable, the final vowel 
being in that case followed by the glottal stop (hamza), and sometimes on the second 
syllable without final hamza. This disregard of fixed stress occurred not only in proper 
names and isolated phrases, but in ordinary discourse. 

3 ro:wi. The 9:, though long, is not the tense 9: of English awl (9:1), but the lax 
form of the vowel, as in hot (hat). The rounding is due to the influence of the labial. 

4 The short u in hu has about the quality of u: in English boot (bu:t). 
r This seems the closest possible approximation to the usual pronunciation of the 

word X . The tongue position is that assumed in producing tense u, while the lip 
position is slightly closer than for the production of a. 

8 This was doubtless one of the cases where Fr~j used the nunation in singing, 
omitting it later when repeating the poem to the author. The words as heard in the 
song might then be transcribed se:f ma•ajja~lg, 

though in the case of se:fa the nasal was 
more probably assimilated to the following m, since no nunation was noticed except in 
the closing syllable of a line. 

7 When pronounced distinctly and always have e rather than 9 as the 
vowel of the first syllable. 
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28 'amma daebr hu aH'ma:tI al fu'we:ris 
baHr 'tami tis'maQ lu ha'di:r 

30 'abu fun'na:r hu stum al fu'we:ris 
'juxtub2 al xe:1 'Qala 'd3emQ al ke'ti:r 

32 ibn tal'la: G 'ncGjil3-fu'we:ris 
'maQu 'd3u:har ja wuzn ke'Oi:r 

34 'abu ra'bi: Qa hu aH'ma: t al fu'we: ris 
Qumd al Hu'kAm4 'Hakju5 ta'Gi:1 

The Arabic: 

L 3 

j%.4 ?5 Uf ul 9 

tA Jr?J I Y I I 

SaHma:t, i.e., 
• 

with prosthetic alif. A form from Q on the 

analogy of infinitives like S( . The word is not found in literary Arabic. 

2juztub for jazdub; d becomes t through progressive assimilation. The change 
from a to u is perhaps due in part to the elevation of the back of the tongue in forming z. 
However, it would be vain to attempt to explain, on purely phonetic grounds, all such 
variations in the voweling of the imperfect. 

3 Note the transposition of i. 

4 Outside of the Negeb the author has not heard a distinct A vowel (like Eng. u in 
cup) among Arabic-speaking peoples. In the case of Hu'kAm (which was almostHa'kAm) 
we have, as a result of the shifting of the stress, the expansion of syllabic m into a 
vocalic syllable. The same A sound appears in the fifth line of the song (kAszi) and was 
also heard in the topographical name Jebel Yelllg (ja'lA G), where again we note a shift- 
ing of the stress. 

5 This form of infinitive from 
, 

though not classically recognized, is sufficiently 

common in modem dialects of Arabic. 
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A rather literal translation would read as follows: 
1 Thou rider on a supple steed,' 

Ample2 of paunch from abundance of fodder; 

3 Thou rider on a supple steed, 
Like the falcon when it flies; 

5 Thou rider on the hard road, 
May thy camel turn in at the tent of the poor.3 

7 Greet him with a salaam and a kiss,4 
Greet him from within the heart. 

9 There is one God as between me and thee, 
One God there is on the great day. 

11 Ibn Mutair keeps annoying him;5 
His father before him smote a great consul. 

13 If he does not keep away from him, 
Consult with Ibn CAmr, the elder; 

1 The adjective from 
, 

"to bend, incline," is applied as an epithet 

to horses, camels, and men. It ranges in meaning from "lithe" to "swift"; hence the 
above translation. 

2 The word ;* as applied to a horse is usually rendered "fleet, active" and the 

like. As applied to an animal's paunch it seems preferable to take the meaning " swollen, 
ample," which the verb permits. 

3 Possibly the adjective is here used as a proper name, el-Faqir. 

4 The Persian word 

. 

is widely used among Arabic-speaking peoples. In the 

Negeb the seldm without the kiss is the usual seldm Calgkum with the response wa calgkum 
es-seldm, both uttered, as a rule, in a very matter-of-fact manner and often in a mere 
undertone. Added to this, in the case of two friends who have not seen each other for 
several days or longer, is a weak handclasp, amounting to little more than a touching 
of the right palms, and a kiss which, so far as the observation of the author goes, con- 
sists merely in each person's inclining his head just past his friend's face and smacking 
his own lips. The greeting thus partakes both of the nature of a kiss and of a "falling 
on the neck." No doubt the actual kiss on the left cheek is sufficiently common also. 
Men greet their male friends with the base and women those of their own sex, but it 
is only in the case of relatives that two of different sex exchange this greeting. There 
is, of course, no display of shyness or embarrassment in connection with such a kiss. 

I.e., "keeps annoying the poor man." In view of the preposition ,, , the author 
was at first inclined to translate this passage "Ibn Mutair avoids him," deriving this 
meaning from form III of the verb (CLNA ). However, it seems preferable, as suggested 
by Mr. Martin Sprengling, to retain the meaning of the corresponding form of 

(e.), "return upon . . . like fever" (here rendered "annoy"), which accords better with 
the sentiment of the following couplet. Neither (3 

-) 
nor 

(, 
) (form III) is in 

literary Arabic followed by a preposition. 
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15 And a second consultation with Ibn cAmr Salim, 
Who knows what is fitting, a man to be consulted; 

17 And a third consultation with the greatest of the TiyAha,' 
Abu cAbddn, with the sharp lance, 
Who guards his secret against the famous shekh. 

20 Abu Ruqayyiq is a knight through and through, 
Who cleaves the skulls of the horsemen with his sharp sword. 

22 Ibn cAtiyye is the bold one of the shekhs, 
The enemy of the water-drawer because of his many flocks. 

24 And el-Khazdil is shekh of the shekhs; 
When it comes to reproaching, he is a man of few words. 

26 As for TallAb, he has a sword of the goldsmith's art; 
He rounds up the horses, plump for the most part. 

28 As for Jebr, he is the protection of the knights, 
A swelling sea, whose roaring thou mayest hear. 

30 Abu Shunner is the noble one of the knights; 
He smites the horsemen despite their great numbers. 

32 Ibn Tallaq is the pick of the knights, 
Wearing a Damascene blade of great weight. 

34 Abu Rabica is the protection of the knights; 
In judgment his words are weighty. 

Our guide's pronunciation was far from consistent. Both in sing- 
ing and in conversation he used a pure back a: with the consonant r,2 
and practically the same sound with the so-called gutturals. With 
the "emphatic" consonants this a: had the well-known "obscured" 
sound caused by the peculiar position of the organs, particularly 
the tongue, in producing them. When adjacent to any of the other 
consonants, however, the a: inclined to become, in singing, front a:. 
In ordinary conversation the tendency was to raise the front of the 
tongue, producing c.: and e:. 

The diphthong -- was, in his singing, nearly a pure e:, though 
it became occasionally the diphthong ei. In conversation the sound 
varied between ai, e:, and ei. 

1 In lines 17-19 we must suppose either that Fr6j's memory faltered or that the 
author of the poem deliberately altered the scheme of his song. 

2 Note the exception, however, in the word (fuwe:ris) in several couplets 
(11. 28 fft.). 
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The consonants 
., 

and ? frequently retained their original 
fricative sound, though as a rule they were not distinguished from 
, and ). 

lJ and u were rightly formed, though frequently not so sharply 
outlined as in other sections. 

The fricative character of and was often considerably 

reduced and a faucal resonance given, so that they closely resembled 
and respectively. This is especially remarkable in that there 

seems no essential phonetic relation between and E on the one 

hand and and on the other. In the mouth of any but a Semite 

such a weakened 6 would have degenerated into a modern Greek 

gamma' or western Turkish 6, while the would have become 

the weak I heard in Constantinople. 

Aside from a few ordinary words like jo:man, the nunation is not 
heard in the vernacular of the Negeb; but it occurred at the end of 
several lines of our song. Its character was that of a short nasal 
vowel with the tongue position of 9.2 The sound was so light that it 
did not reproduce well on the phonographic records; and, as Fr~j 
omitted the nunation entirely when later dictating the poem to 
the author, it has of necessity been omitted in the above transcriptions. 

The poem might be considered as a qasida, taking this term in 
its broadest sense; though it is certainly a very degenerate form, 
even as compared with the average modern qasida. Perhaps it 
would be more charitable to the composer to call it, as did the 

Arabs, simply an Uighniye, a "song." The melody was a weird, 
monotonous minor with a general effect quite different from most 
of the music heard in Palestine and Syria. 

1 As in the word y&Xa. 
2 The nunation in jo:man (1. 4) and similar words in current use is not a nasal vowel. 
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